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Has She or Hasn’t She?
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then

Consonant Body
Organic Skincare
believes what
goes in your
body should go
on your body.
That’s why
the line's latest offering,
Foaming Face
Wash ($18; at
The Bay, Sears
or consonant
body.com), uses
a coconut-based
surfactant,
enriched with
citrus oils. Lather
up with this 99 percent natural
daily formula to remove dirt
and makeup—even waterproof
mascara! —Kellie Davenport

now
Compared to the
photo above, taken
12 years ago, one
can see the natural
aging process has
occurred. She has
lost some volume
in her face.
Her nasolabial folds,
or smile lines, are
more defined. It’s
possible that she
has had non-invasive
POT
such as
Streatments,
Botox or fillers, to
soften the lines and
grooves around her
mouth and eyes.
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Her youthful glow
Wa n t a l i t t l e l i f t ,
Her cheeks have started
may be attributed to
minus the needle? Tr y
to descend, and she has
facial skin rejuvenanew Payot Design
SPOT
a more prominent groove
tion with lasers or
Ultra Lift Serum ($100;
K
under her lower eyelids,
C
I
other resurfacing
at select spas or 1-888- P
known as the tear trough.
modalities that help
458-4545). The lightmaintain a naturalweight potion is part of
looking radiance of
a new line devoted to the
the skin.
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specific needs of mature
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skin that is slackening
DR. RIVAL’S VERDICT: “I think her look is very natural and
or sag ging. It contains a complex
consistent with the normal aging process. In my opinion, she shows no
of calcium and amino acids that
signs of having had facial plastic surgery. If she did in fact have surgery,
stimulates cell metabolism. Use it
it was certainly
done in a conservative way to produce natural-looking
SPOT is the goal of any good facial plastic surgeon.”
to restore tone, firmness and radiresults—which
ance. —KD
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Heavy
lifting

Demi Moore, 47, recently denied
ever having plastic surgery. The
actress’s beautiful skin and radiant
features make her look at least 10
years younger than her true age. But is
this really just good genetics and lifestyle, or have surgeons leant a hand?
Elevate asked facial plastic surgeon
Dr. Richard Rival to share his expert
opinion. What do you think?

